cage assembly instructions
cage dimensions: 17⅝"L × 16½"W (base)
26"L × 25"W (seed guard)
59"H (floor to top of 3-ring toy rack)
storage shelf space: 10½"H

Parrot Playstand
Model: # 3181

• Count Hardware: Extra screws may be included. If the
screw count is short or parts are missing, please contact
Prevue Customer Service.
• Tools: An allen wrench is included. You may use your own
hand tools, but we DO NOT recommend power tools! Parts can
be over-tightened and damaged. Prevue is not responsible for
this type of damage.

parts
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getting started!
READ THESE NOTES FIRST:

steps

• Review All Parts: If any parts are seriously damaged,
please contact Prevue Customer Service.
Review these instructions thoroughly before attempting to
assemble playstand. If you require assistance, please contact
Prevue Customer Service at 800.243.3624 or through links
online at prevuepet.com
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{ 8 } long hex screws

9C
{ 1 } allen wrench

{ 4 } short hex screws

LEFT SIDE

4L
7C

{ 8 } short hex screw/nut
pairs for seed guard

6B

1L

{ 2 } cups
{ 2 } cup holders
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Lay the side left (1L) and side right (1R) frames
on their sides and insert the rolling casters.

2F

The tray channels on the frames should be facing
each other, and the rounded post ends (at the top
back of the frames) should be closest to the floor.
Locate the duplicate frame front (2F) and frame
back (2B) bars and attach them to the side frames
(just above the tray channels), with long hex screws.
DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN.

2B

The storage shelf (3C) grille has U-shaped
extensions at each corner. The U-shaped wires
correspond with slots in the side left and side
right (1L & 1R) frame legs.
By leaving Step 2 screws loose, there should be
a little play in the legs. Insert the U-shaped ends
into the slots on the left side first; then insert
the right side.
When the storage shelf is in place, the hex screws
from Step 2 may be fully tightened, creating
a secure and stable base for the Playstand.
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{ 1 } perch swing

2B

7L
2F

1R
{ 4 } rolling casters
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GRILLE

8L
SEED GUARDS

Letters:
L = Left
B = Back
R = Right
F = Front
C = Center

3C

{ 1 } arch ladder

TRAY

KEY:
Numbers:
correspond to
order of assembly

RIGHT SIDE

7R
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Locate the duplicate perch bar support (4L & 4R)
posts. Insert the open end of the bar over the
rounded back posts on the side left and side
right frames.
Make sure the holes on the rounded posts are
aligned with the holes on the support posts.

4L
4R
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Locate the central playbar (5C) frame.
Note these characteristics, which will help you orient
the central playbar frame:
• Two holes on the top surface of the front bar,
near the ends (see Step 7: straight ladders);
• Two holes on the top surface of the back-half center
bars (left & right) (see Step 9-5: cup holders/cups)
• Two holes on the top surface of the back bar near
the middle, and two holes (hidden from view in the
illustration) on the back side/vertical surface of the
center bar (see Step 9-6: arch ladder).
Align the playbar with the holes on the side frames
as shown, and install into place with long hex screws.
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Assemble the remaining components:

1 Insert the 3-ring toy rack (9C) rod into the sleeves
on the outsides of the center perch bar. Loosen
the wing nuts to insert the rod, then tighten them
to secure the rack in place (see detail).
2 Hook the perch swing into place on
2
the ring under the center perch bar.
3 Insert the grille down into the base
from the top, over the seed guards.
4 Insert the tray into place in the tracks
under the seed guards.
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5 In the pairs of holes on the
top surface of the left & right
back-half center bars, insert
the cup holders. Insert the
cups into the holders.
6 Insert the arch ladder in
4
the holes at the back of the
central playbar frame:
• The back of the ladder inserts into two holes
near the middle/top surface of the back bar;
• The front of the ladder inserts into two holes
(hidden from view), on the backside/vertical
surface of the center bar.

Install the 5-ring toy rack (6B) bar. Align the
holes in the ends of the toy bar with the holes
near the top of the perch bar support posts.
Install into place with two long hex screws.

Locate the center perch (7C) bar and
the duplicate straight ladder (7L & 7R)
components.
Separately, install the ladders to the underside
of the center perch bar with short hex screws.
With the center perch bar/ladders unit assembled,
attach it to the playstand:
• at the top with long hex screws, through the
perch bar, into the threaded receiving holes in
the end of the perch bar support posts;
• at the base with short hex screws, through the
ladder base, into the center playbar frame.

Pre-assemble seed guard pairs (8F+8R) (8B+8L)
by turning them upside down and attaching
them with the nut/ short hex screw pairs.
8R
Short tabs on front & back seed
guards (8F& 8B) fit into sleeves
on front & back leg frames.
Insert the seed guard pairs into
place, and finish assembling at
8F
the loose corners with the remaining
nut/screw pairs.
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Your cage is now fully assembled!
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